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ccording to the Swiss Waldorf teacher 
Robert Thomas, “for as long as schools have 
e isted one of the teachers  main tas s has 
been to observe, evaluate, judge and classify 
the wor  of their students  Thomas  
Thomas goes on to oint out that the ues on of 
assessment has three central aspects: the , 
the , and the . The ‘what’ consists of 
observable, measurable facts; the ‘how’ refers 
to the rela onship between the learner and 
the teacher; and the ‘who’ indicates the person 
learning and developing. What we understand 
about a person is something unique; it cannot be 
standardized, generalized, or measured. It is also 
never complete, but always remains open. 

We generally assess the past, what has 
already happened. But assessment also means 
ge ng a sense of what is emerging, what is in 
a state of becoming. We can try to understand 
the future of the child, as it emerges, to borrow 

o Scharmer’s phrase. Scharmer  n 
assessment can also be a ind of message from 
the future that we, as teachers, 
a empt to read. This means 
that we have to create space in 
our assessment for the person’s 
poten al development, and doing 
this well can even help a healthy 
future come about. Therefore, in 
assessment we need to give space 
to the voice of the person we are 
assessing and be open to hints of 
what he or she may become—the 
dis nc ve signature of that person 
as it manifests in deeds, gestures, 
and acts of crea on. In doing so, we must be 
most careful not to limit that poten al through 
our judgments based on the past. 

The  refers to the person doing the 
assessing. How we assess sends a message and 
de nes the nature of that rela onship. Is it well
inten oned, respec ul, and caring, or distancing, 
objec fying i.e., ma ing the person into an 
object, or even a sta s c , or labelling wea , 
average student or good student  The quality of 
an assessment depends on the quality of seeing, 
listening, and understanding.

Assessing learning in a Waldorf context 
assumes we now what learning means from 
an anthroposophical perspec ve. There has 
been surprisingly li le published on what the 
Waldorf view of learning actually is, although Jost 
Schieren recently made an interes ng a empt. 
(Schieren 2012) Learning is a complex theme 
that I can’t go into here, but perhaps the most 
important things to remember are that learning 
is a process that transforms the whole person 
and thus changes the way we are and how we 
act, and that it has to do with ma ing and sharing 
meaning about the self, others, and the world. 

Let me state at the outset my 
posi on regarding assessment for 
learning. I was jointly responsible 
for developing and publishing 
probably the rst public de ni on 
of learning outcomes grade for 
grade (for math, nglish, and rst 
foreign language) in the Waldorf 
literature. ( epham  Rawson 
1 ; Rawson  Richter 2000) 
Although I have regularly promoted 
the use of assessment for learning 
and cri cized the lac  of good 

assessment prac ces in Waldorf schools, over 
the years I have become concerned that the 
pendulum has swung too far the other way. 

A

space in our 
assessment for the 
person s poten a  

e e opment  
In assessment we 
nee  to i e space 
to the oice of the 
person we are 
assessing.
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This ar cle revisits one of my basic interests in 
Waldorf pedagogical principles and is a much 
shortened version of a longer essay on this topic.

The context of assessment today
Assessment today has to be understood 

within the context of the current dominant 
educa onal culture of emphasizing performance, 
surveillance, control, and accountability 
using instruments of 
standardiza on, tes ng, 
and ran ing. This culture is 
so pervasive and accepted 
by so-called common sense 
(who can argue against 
what is called “quality in 
educa on ) that there 
appears to be no alterna ve. However, rofessor 
Stephen Ball of the London Ins tute of duca on 
dubs what he calls performa vity in educa on 
“a culture or system of terror. It is a regime 
of accountability that employs judgments, 
comparisons, and displays as means of control, 
a ri on, and change. The performances of 
individual subjects or organiza ons serve as 
measures of produc vity or output, displays of 
quality, or moments of promo on or inspec on.  
(Ball, 2008, 49) Ball has explored the worldwide 
networ s that promote such educa onal policies 
in search of pro t without a grain of pedagogy in 
their systems. (Ball, 2012) This is not conspiracy 
theory, but serious academic wor . 

The impact of such policies has also been 
well researched. Professor Paul Verhaeghe 
has iden ed that an educa onal culture that 
emphasizes compe on—reinforced by selec on 
and grades and driven by the mo va on of 
acquiring educa onal capital in the form of 
ever more in a onary quali ca ons that say 
nothing about a person’s human quali es—
leads to a “winner/loser” mentality among 
students. (Verhaeghe 2015) Those who buy 
into this system tend to value materialism, 
consumerism, individualism, narcissism, 
intolerance of di erence, xenophobia, and 

the belief that other people’s misfortune (e.g., 
unemployment, sic ness, burnout, lac  of health 
insurance, refugee status, etc.) is their own fault. 

ven among the “winners” in the educa on 
“mar et” there is a high frequency of depression, 
insecurity, substance abuse, and emo onal 
exhaus on from the relentless pursuit of success 
and bodily youthfulness. Many intelligent, highly-
educated, and successful s ll-young people reach 

a point in their lives when 
burnout ma es itself apparent 
and the long, di cult search 
for meaning and holis c 
health starts. Verhaeghe as s 
whether it might be wiser 
for such socie es to o er a 
di erent ind of educa on, 

one based not on compe on but on social 
solidarity. 

This educa onal treadmill starts rolling in 
preschool. lri e eller has researched how 
grades a ect young children’s learning behavior. 
( eller, 2012) Those who can a ord it place 
their children as early as possible in “turbo-

indergartens” that prepare children for school 
and give them an edge over their “compe tors.” 

nce at school the compe on begins in earnest. 
eller compares the di erent e ects on a child 

when she comes home and the rst ques on 
is, “What grade did you get in school today ” 
as opposed to, “What interes ng things did you 
experience in school today ” The rst ques on 
doesn’t even have to lead to tangible rewards 
(something to consume or just the money) to 
ma e it clear to the child which priori es the 
adult world has. 

This leads us bac  to the ques on of what 
we understand and value in terms of learning. 
What is learning actually about  Professor Horst 
Rumpf has described two ways of learning about 
the world and the nowledge that these produce. 
(Rumpf, 2010) The rst involves capturing, 
dissec ng, analyzing, labelling, categorizing, and 
then mastering and exploi ng aspects of the 
world. (The choice of verbs already describes 

What we understand 
about a person is 
something unique; it 
cannot be standardized, 
generalized, or measured.
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the a tude behind this approach.) The second 
way of learning involves respec ul and careful 
watching (in Waldorf we would say, “with 
wonder”) in a mood of gra tude for being able 
to share this experience, combined with the 
assump on that there is always more than we 
can perceive or understand at any one moment. 
It is a descrip ve process and its purpose is to 
enable us to become more richly experienced and 
thus to transform ourselves  
as learners. 

The rst method of 
learning can be assessed by 
tes ng whether the learner 

 the nowledge. 
Here what counts is the 
outcome, and we can measure 
it quan ta vely. In the second type of learning 
it’s the process that counts. We can assess 
qualita vely how the nowledge was gained and 
how the person has changed through this rich 
experience. In Waldorf educa on we need both 
types of learning and both types of assessment. 
The di erence lies in which learning method  
we teach rst and which one we privilege  
and reward.

 
ssessment is moral ac on

Assessment always involves ma ing 
judgments about what we value, about how we 
recognize quality, excellence, e ort, engagement, 
inten ons, and the e ects our pupils have on 
their surroundings. How we value and reward 
performance thus has a moral message. This 
permeates the pedagogical 
culture in the school. Assessing 
only cogni ve academic 
achievement lowers the value 
of everything else children do. 
The a ainments we recognize, 
the awards we grant, how we 
praise and celebrate—all this 
has a moral e ect that shapes the young person 
and also says a lot about us. Therefore, we need 
to be very clear about our values. 

Of course, Waldorf schools need to come to 
terms with external social expecta ons regarding 
the measurement of a ainment so as not to 
isolate the pupils from their community. Our 
students must get the necessary quali ca ons 
for learning a profession or going to university. 
Waldorf educa on does indeed value and 
promote personal achievement, while at 
the same me espousing a non-compe ve 

approach to learning. We value, 
for example, individual e ort 
regardless of the actual outcome. 
We value the way people are and 
not just what they say. We value 
people who learn from mista es 
rather than those who claim that 
to succeed means never to fail. 

The ques on remains, however, whether we 
adopt commonly-held prac ces that con ict with 
our own values, such as an emphasis on grades 
and cogni ve achievement and compe veness. 
How soon and in what way do we encourage our 
students to learn for the test or exam  or me the 
central ques on about assessment is: What e ect 
does it have on the whole child’s being, including 
her future  oes it unloc  doors, open windows, 
assist movement (inner or outer), and encourage 
learning without determining its outcome

ssessment within a de elopmental 
approach

A central tenet of Waldorf teacher educa on 
is that teachers should understand not only 
human learning but also human development 

from an anthroposophical 
perspec ve. areful observa on 
and understanding of each 
individual leads us bac  to an 
apprecia on of the general and 
common processes of learning 
and development. However, it is 
important to see these general 

principles not as norms but as archetypal 
processes that come to individual expression 
di erently in each person.

Assessing only 
cogni e academic 
achie ement lowers 
the alue of e erything 
else the children do.

We alue people who 
learn from mistakes 
rather than those who 
claim that to succeed 
means ne er to fail.
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Knowing this enables teachers to design 
and plan their own lessons. It is an itera ve 
process of doing, observing, contempla ng, and 
re ec ng that informs the crea on and shaping 
of pedagogical situa ons in which learning and 
development can occur. This also means that we 
need to accommodate our modes of assessment 
to the developmental situa on of the child. 

Here there is a ris  that we impose 
inappropriate developmental frames onto 
children, by, for example, having expecta ons 
of what a child in grade three should be and 
be able to do. We now from the wor  of the 
Swiss pediatrician Remo Largo, who gave a 
eynote lecture at the oetheanum at the 

most recent World Teachers’ Conference, that 
the average  developmental span at the 
age of 6 is three years and at the age of 14 it is 

ve years (not including children with special 
developmental issues). (Largo 2011) Therefore 
there are no standard grade 1 or grade 8 
students. Each child has a unique developmental 
biography and will therefore respond to the same 
experiences in di erent ways. That is normal. 

The Waldorf curriculum is structured into 
years/grades, and the subjects 
follow their own developmental 
logic with regard to content 
and method of teaching. The 
wisdom of this curriculum is 
that it suggests a sequence 
of experiences that can have 
a harmonizing e ect on the 
children. (Rawson  Richter 
2000) It o ers developmental 
tas s to a heterogenous 
group of children of the 
same chronological age who 
comprise a community of learners through their 
shared experiences. This, however, does not 
mean that outcomes have to be standardized. 

To be inclusive as a teacher, I need to 
di eren ate the tas s I give children who have 
had the same experience or heard the same 
story. Some children need a tas  that simply 

requires them to repeat in their own words what 
the teacher presented; others can be as ed to 
ma e comparisons, interpret, modify, or even 

nd their own examples—in other words, to 
learn in a transforma onal way. Children process 
their experiences di erently because they are 
di erent. Therefore, if I design a pencil and paper 
test, I have to ma e it possible for all learners 
within the class to par cipate successfully, 
including those whose development for some 
reason lies outside the broad normal span of 
development. It should be possible for everyone 
to succeed at some level. That means I expect 
more from some than from others. There are, of 
course, be er ways to assess children than by 
giving them pencil and paper tests.

 
Assessment of teaching comes before 
assessment of the pupils’ performance

Assessing pupils assumes that the teaching 
a ords op mal learning. If that is the case, then 
the only variable factor is the pupil. But unless 
the teaching is op mal, the focus needs to be on 
the e ect rather than on the main variable in the 
cause—namely on the teacher, the teaching, and 

the learning context. Of course, 
the state loo s at tes ng 
outcomes as a judgment on the 
quality of educa on in a school. 
But this is a crude instrument 
that does not ta e the context 
into account. The poor ra ng 
of schools in socially deprived 
areas always re ects unfairly 
on the teachers, who may in 
fact be doing a great job under 
almost impossible condi ons.

A balanced approach has 
to loo  at both the teaching and the outcome of 
the teaching. Put di erently, assessment involves 
a cycle of re ec ng , and  teaching. It 
means re ec ng on pupils, their wor , what 
they say and do, and how they do it. It involves 

nowing what to do in the moment in the 
classroom, and it means weighing up the next 

T he most important 
factor in enhancing 
learning is teachers 
who are able to obser e 
the e ects of their 
teaching on their pupils 
and who can modify 
their approach to 
teaching based on these 
obser a ons.
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move.  is retrospec ve, loo ing bac  
at what happened.  or while teaching 
involves no cing how children respond and 
intui vely nowing how to respond pedagogically. 
It is a ind of pedagogical intui on that draws 
on embodied, tacit wor ing nowledge acquired 
through prac ce, study, and contempla on. 

 teaching involves planning, 
an cipa ng, and preparing lessons. 

Assessment rarely requires a nal or ul mate 
judgment. It is careful, respec ul and tenta ve, 
provisional and itera ve—in other words, it 
is ongoing. Assessment should be a way of 
suppor ng learning and development. 

Research by John Ha e shows that the 
most in uen al factor in enhancing learning is 
teachers who are able to observe the e ects 
of their teaching on the learning behavior of 
their pupils and who can modify their teaching 
approach based on these observa ons. (Ha e, 
2012) Ha e’s core message is: Know thy impact. 
We can translate this phrase to mean: “Perceive 
how children respond to the learning situa ons 
you create through your teaching, curriculum, 
school environment, and climate. Learn from this 
and then adjust your approach 
accordingly.” This is the same as 
saying: “Base your teaching on 
prac ce-based research.” This 
means focusing assessment on 
the teaching rather than the 
pupils by observing its e ects 
on the learning. 

The second most important 
factor, according to Ha e, is 
the nature of the teacher’s 
response to the pupils’ learning. 
The purpose of assessment for 
learning is to give the students 
re ec ons and sugges ons 
in a form and in such a way that the pupils 
understand what the next concrete step needs 
to be. Suppor ve, tac ul, helpful, sensi ve, and 
prac cal responses are invaluable in learning. 

What kinds of student assessment are 
there in Waldorf educa on

Assessment in Waldorf schools appears in 
two basic forms: assessment  learning and 
assessment  learning. Both methods can be 
used to monitor the quality of the teaching 
and to measure pupils’ a ainments against 
relevant criteria. The Waldorf approach is based 
primarily on assessment for learning and ipsa ve 
assessment, which evaluates the pupil in rela on 
to her own personal star ng point. (Avison 
and Rawson, 2014, 38) I emphasize that I am 
wri ng from a European perspec ve. I have no 
experience of Waldorf schools in the U.S. and 
some of my terminology may be unfamiliar. I will 
now outline the types of assessment that I thin  
are relevant in any Waldorf context.

Ipsa ve assessment (from , the La n 
word for “self”) is self-referenced. That means 
a pupil’s performance is evaluated against her 
own prior performance as judged from a given 
star ng point (e.g., the start of a school year, the 
beginning of a module or bloc ). In other words, 
the same achievement might mean a great 

improvement and e ort for one 
person, or the result of li le 
e ort and no improvement for 
another. Ipsa ve assessment 
is a way of individualizing 
assessment to the person, 
ta ing that person’s whole 
situa on into account. 

Ipsa ve assessment loo s at 
the pupil’s biography and senses 
what is emerging in the person 
over me and across di erent 
situa ons. In e ect, this is the 
Waldorf way of assessing, and 

it is certainly the most relevant way to assess 
individuals in classes with a wide range of 
abili es, even including children with learning 
disabili es. It means the student is compe ng 
against no one but herself. The pupil as s, “Can 

Ipsa e assessment 
looks at the pupil’s 
biography, sensing 
what is emerging in 
the person o er me 
and across di erent 
situa ons. It is certainly 
the most rele ant way 
to assess indi iduals 
in classes with a wide 
range of abili es.
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I do be er than last me ” “Can I improve on 
what I have achieved so far ” “ What do I need to 
do to be be er at this ” Ipsa ve assessment gives 
the individual pupil answers to these ques ons. 

An example of this form of assessment in my 
school is the use of response sheets a er each 
main lesson bloc  (or half-term or project) from 
ninth grade onwards. The students gather these 
sheets in a folder. In a tutorial conversa on the 
student and the class advisor loo  bac  over the 
sheets and discuss trends and tendencies. Here 
the comparison is with the 
person herself, the di erence 
between earlier and present 
achievements in the same 

eld or subject, rather than 
comparisons with anyone 
else or against standardized 
criteria. The class teacher can 
do this when she gives the main 
lesson boo s bac  at the end 
of each main lesson bloc . The 
assessment is addressed to the student and is not 
measured in rela on to the class norm or what 
the teacher thin s is suitable for this grade. 

orma ve assessment is process-orientated. 
It includes the monitoring of the ongoing learning 
of individuals and groups, and it is used to ma e 
adjustments to the learning process and to o er 
re ec ons to students about their learning. It is 
concerned with how learning occurs and is either 
informally or formally noted by the teacher, 
either verbally or in wri ng. The documenta on 
of performance observed  is actually quite 
di cult to manage since it tends to ta e one’s 
a en on away from the lesson. However, when 
we do it a er the lesson, we are liable to the ris s 
of selec ve memory. Some mes I give visi ng 
students a chec list on which they record what 
individual pupils do. If I compare these more 
objec ve observa ons with my own retrospec ve 
feelings, I will recognize when I am wide of 
the mar . Therefore I ma e a very short list of 

important aspects I wish to observe in the lesson 
and mar  their occurrence with a simple code.

In its original meaning, summa ve 
assessment means ma ing judgments about 
whether outcomes have been achieved. In 
mainstream educa on it frequently means 
measuring performance against standardized 
and sta s cal criteria. However, in Waldorf 
educa on it means summing up what has been 
done. Perhaps a less-contested term would be 

“outcome” assessment. This 
ind of assessment can be 

used to establish whether a 
student has completed a tas  
successfully or has learned what 
was required. It usually occurs 
at the end of a period or bloc  
of learning before a new stage 
or phase starts. It is perhaps 
most appropriately applied to 
assessing a literal performance 

(on stage in drama or eurythmy, musical 
performance, art exhibi ons, giving a speech, 
demonstra ng a prac cal tas , and so forth). 

Outcome assessment is o en formalized 
by tests with clear criteria for achievement. It 
requires a judgment based on evidence as to 
whether students have reached what they set 
out to achieve. This assumes a baseline of criteria 
(some mes called learning outcomes), de ning 
what the students are supposed to achieve and 
that the students now what is expected of them. 

Outcome assessment sets tas s or uses 
criteria to ascertain levels of a ainment. or 
example, at the end of a tenth grade biology 
class, the intended outcome could be: The 
student has understood the human diges ve 
system. We ascertain whether she has or hasn’t 
by as ing her to draw a diagram and explain the 
diges ve process using appropriate terminology. 
We thus establish how well she has memorized 
the material. However, this tests only one 
dimension of learning. We could then as  her to 

umma e assessment 
should be carefully 
designed to be realis c 
and rele ant, in ol e 
authen c problems or 
challenges, and pro ide 
an opportunity for 
crea ity. 
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compare the character and func on of various 
organ systems and even as  how learning about 
these organs has a ected her understanding of 
her own behavior. 

In my view, unless we thin  it is important to 
test short-term memory (because learning facts 
by heart is usually short-term!), the students 
need access to all the relevant informa on they 
might need to answer the ques ons. If they 
have their notes and main lesson boo s at hand 
during the test, then the ques ons can aim 
for understanding rather than 
simple memoriza on. Since 
there is so much informa on 
available at our nger ps, the 
real s ill is not remembering 
it but nowing how to use it. 
This approach to assessment 
encourages the students to eep 
good notes. Main lesson boo s 
should not just be beau ful and completed on 

me; they should, above all, be useful resources 
for the future.

There also needs to be a range of tas s 
since no one tas  is li ely to involve all the s ills, 

nowledge, and a tudes being assessed. These 
tas s can be collected in a por olio over a period 
of me. The criteria for grading the students’ 
wor  need to be clear to all involved and bro en 
down into concrete steps or stages. In situa ons 
where holis c assessment is used—for example, 
judging crea ve wri ng and the quality of wri ng 
in essays—there needs to be a balance of hard 
(quan ta ve) and so  (qualita ve) criteria.

Outcome assessment can also establish 
developmental mar ers, such as school readiness, 
reading and wri ng abili es, and levels of 
numeracy. This ind of assessment has a place in 
Waldorf educa on, but not as an instrument of 
selec on, but simply of diagnosis. 

inally, having tas s assessed by teachers 
who don’t now the student (external assessors) 
or who are not currently teaching them is useful 
in the dialogue among the teachers. Teachers 
can get a perspec ve on whether the tas s 

were appropriate and whether the criteria were 
properly applied. This is of course not something 
the students see. Outcome assessment should 
always ta e other recent wor  into account 
because test situa ons o en put students under 
pressure and may not re ect what they are 
capable of doing. 

This method is not actually as con nuous as 
it sounds. It is in fact punctuated and based on 
accumula ng the outcomes of regular wri en 

assignments. In e ect it is a 
form of outcome assessment 
built up over me rather than 
in a single test at the end of a 
period of learning. It could be 
used forma vely by ma ing 
regular observa ons of and 
documen ng oral contribu ons, 
par cipa on in group wor , 

and behavior, but usually it isn’t. Cibors i 
and Ireland describe this as a method used in 
Waldorf schools, though it is very much a state 
school method. (Cibors i  Ireland, 2015, 89-
90) Students report that con nuous assessment 
raises their stress levels and can have the same 
emo onal e ect as con nuous surveillance. 
Con nuous assessment sounds ra onal and 
e ec ve but, then again, who wants to be 
con nuously assessed

This can be used to iden fy whether 
individual students need support. iagnos c 
assessment is some mes associated with a focus 
on problems and de cits but doesn’t need to be. 
One can iden fy examples of good learning and 
healthy development and learn a lot from these.

This approach see s to interpret evidence so 
that learners and their teachers can determine 
where the learners are in their learning, where 
they need to go, and how best to get there. 
It involves sharing learning goals with pupils, 

utcome assessment  
has a place in Waldorf 
educa on, but not 
as an instrument of 
selec on, but simply  
of diagnosis. 
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engaging them in self-assessment, and providing 
them with the teachers’ perspec ves. This 
process leads the students to the next step and 
assumes that every student can improve. (Hip ins 
200 ; Swa eld 2008; Swa eld  udley 2011) 

This is used by teachers to evaluate whether 
methods of teaching were e ec ve. Here it is the 
teaching that is evaluated, not the students. 

Peer assessment means that people are 
assessed by their fellow students. It also 
entails that students get involved in designing 
assessment procedures, which 
helps them to appreciate the 
nature of assessment and to 
conduct it in a considerate, 
fair, sensi ve, and tac ul yet 
honest manner. This process 
strengthens their own ability 
to assess themselves. It is a 
human and non-bureaucra c 
way of valuing the uniqueness 
of a person; in short, it 
provides the an dote to 
standardiza on.

A complete assessment would involve a self-
assessment, peer-assessment, and assessment 
by the teacher—for instance, on the occasion 
of eighth grade or twel h grade projects. These 
three dimensions, which encompass the social 
context in which the learner is embedded, enrich, 
as Robert Thomas suggests, the cultural climate 
of the school. 

ome essen al things to consider  
before assessing

The rst point to ma e about any assessment 
is whether the criteria we use are t for the 
purpose. I advise being cri cal. Let me illustrate 
this with a somewhat extreme example. If I read 
in some o cial Waldorf catalogue of standards 
(e.g., as listed in Cibors i and Ireland in the 
Appendix) that a child of a certain age should 

be able to sit on a chair, pay a en on, and be 
tolerant of others (among other things) by the 
end of rst grade, I need to consider a number 
of things before I ma e this assessment. or 
instance, what happens to the child if I observe 
him and then document his behavior  oes 
my observa on a ect the child  Steiner and 
contemporary social researchers, though for 
di erent reasons, insist that it does. 

Secondly, what do I do with my assessment 
once I’ve made and documented it  What 
consequences does it have for the child  What 
can the child do and what are the parents 
supposed to do  oes my assessment change 

my prac ce so that the child 
can sit longer, pay more 
a en on, or be nicer to her 
classmates, or is she supposed 
to e ect this change simply 
because I as  (or tell) her  In 
other words, is this standard 
actually appropriate for this (or 
indeed any) child  The point 
is to as : What e ect does an 
assessment schedule actually 
have on the children being 
assessed, and what are the 

pedagogical values underlying this standard  
The example of a child si ng on a chair 

illustrates—perhaps in an extreme way—
the point about our values in classroom 
management. I now Waldorf classes that are 
models of good behavior when the class teacher 
is present, but as soon as this authority gure 
is out of the room, there is chaos or bullying, 
or they become unteachable in the presence of 
subject teachers. I also now “good” classes who 
can wor  for longer periods (even in grade 2 or 3) 
when the teacher is out of the room and who are 
interested in and welcoming to subject teachers. 
My point is that the bad behavior of the children 
in the rst example would be noted in their 
assessments without reference to the invisible 
class teacher e ect. 

Waldorf educa on alues 
and promotes personal 
achie ement, while at 
the same me espousing 
a non compe e 
approach to learning.  
We alue indi idual 
e ort regardless of the 
actual outcome.
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Assessing skills, capabili es,  
and competencies

Much learning is social in that it occurs 
in dialogue or interac on with other people. 

urthermore, most s ills can be demonstrated 
only in a meaningful context. What is true of 
learning is also true of assessment for learning. 
If we test children individually on things that are 
actually done with others (e.g., using language) 
or are best used in real-life situa ons, then we 
should create assessment tas s that ta e these 
factors into account. 

The emphasis on competencies—usually 
de ned as s ills, nowledge, and a tudes in 
a par cular domain or eld of learning—has 
tended to treat them as 
things one acquires and 
possesses, rather than as 
ongoing processes that 
manifest only in certain 
situa ons and under certain 
condi ons. The idea that 
learning can be transferred from one domain 
to another is an oversimpli ca on. In reality 
we always have to learn to apply s ills in new 
situa ons. What we do transfer are disposi ons 
to learning, habits of thin ing and percep on, 
and sensi vity to parameters. Capabili es are 
complex sets of disposi ons and s ills that enable 
us to perform complex tas s such as wor ing 
with texts in foreign languages, carrying out an 
experiment in chemistry, or performing a play. 

We therefore need to set students tas s 
that enable them to use and develop a range 
of disposi ons and s ills in di erent authen c, 
complex situa ons—i.e., we need to have exible 
forms of assessment. Here are some general 
sugges ons in this direc on:

 The tas  has to be clear to the students.
 The tas  must a ord opportuni es to use the 

competence appropriately. 
 The tas  should involve some ind of 

performance—that is, a real tas  that is 
located in a meaningful context and that 

accomplishes something that the students 
experience as relevant. In Waldorf terms,  
this means that the tas  must engage the 
pupil’s will.

 The assessment should occur over me, 
preferably across mul ple contexts in which 
each context a ords the use of the desired 
competence in di erent ways.

 Both the learner and the assessing teacher 
need to be clear about what inds of 
evidence are required. Thus the assessment 
should be based on clearly formulated 
criteria.

 The process of assessment is also forma ve 
and should empower the learners by helping 

them to understand their 
learning be er.

 Clear responses and 
sugges ons, based on 
the evidence, ma e the 
achievements and the next 
steps clear to the students.

 When ma ing an overall judgment about 
competency, several episodes over a period 
of me need to be included and several 
assessments ta en into account.

Methods of monitoring and assessment
Some monitoring is informal, simply residing 

in the teacher’s consciousness. However, the 
more students one teaches and the more classes 
one has, the harder this gets and the easier it is 
to form unconscious judgments of students that 
may not be correct, that might privilege some 
and discriminate against others. Few teachers 
admit to this, but I can say from personal 
experience, bac ed up by research, that this 
happens. (Kelly, 2011)

Therefore, some ind of nota on and record- 
eeping is essen al. This usually ta es the form 

of a class list in which a number of aspects are 
simply recorded, such as a endance, punctuality, 
ac ve and construc ve par cipa on in lessons, 
homewor , comple on of assignments, outcomes 
of formal summa ve assessments, ongoing 

What we do transfer are 
disposi ons to learning, 
habits of thinking and 
percep on, and sensi ity 
to parameters.
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issues, learning support reports, outcomes 
of pupil case studies, and other relevant 
informa on. 

The me-scale for this informa on depends 
on what is important and useful. There is li le 
point in regularly documen ng things we either 
don’t need, can’t understand, or are unable 
do anything about (e.g., ongoing medical 
condi ons). This informa on ma es sense only 
if it contributes to our understanding of the 
student.

 At the end of each year, 
reports are given. In my school they come in 
the form of texts (not grades) that characterize 
the student and highlight her strengths and 
wea nesses. There is an evalua on of the 
student’s par cipa on in school, including 
a endance and punctuality. 
The student’s social behavior 
is described. There is a short 
summary of the curriculum for 
each subject and an outline of 
the main learning outcomes. The 
student’s a ainments are noted and 
a forma ve comment about how 
she wor ed, what she found easy 
and hard is added. Finally, the next 
steps in overall learning, a tudes, 
and behavior are individually formulated for each 
student. 

The report is aimed at informing parents and 
external par es rather than the students (who 
should already now this informa on directly—
the report should contain no surprises), though 
for younger classes it can also be addressed at 
least in part to the child personally. It see s to be 
fair and objec ve whilst demonstra ng interest 
in the student. Some teachers err on the side 
of detailed perfec on, either submi ng their 
reports late or causing themselves stress in order 
to nish them on me. Others err on the other 
side, using standard formula ons and not really 
addressing each individual. If good records are 
ept, wri ng a report should be straigh orward 

because it is a gathering of evidence and 
judgments made over me.

In high school, students should have the 
opportunity to read through their report and 
respond to it, ta ing up with their teacher any 
points they don’t understand or agree with. If 
examina ons or other external assessments (e.g., 
tes monials from wor  experience or projects) 
have been ta en, these outcomes should be 
added to the report. 

As research by Waldorf teacher Heidi 
Engel has shown, wri en reports enjoy several 
advantages over grades and competence pro les. 
(Engel 2013) A wri en report can be sensi vely 
phrased to ta e account of the individual student. 
This is par cularly relevant for wea er students, 
especially in cases when remedial measures are 
recommended. These can be framed in posi ve 

suppor ve terms that also value 
the e orts made by the learner 
(even though the outcome is 
norma vely wea ). Bald or generic 
comments lac ing any context—
such as “More prac ce needed” or 
“Must try harder”—are generally 
unhelpful and may reinforce an 
already poor sense of self-e cacy 
in the student. Just as unhelpful are 
unquali ed clich  comments, such 

as “ ood.” A comment li e this says nothing to 
those who made signi cant progress and further 
downgrades those who did not. Heidi Engel 
pleads for an assessment culture that is sensi ve 
to the personal rela onships (the how and the 
who), since these are so important in learning 
and development. 

 Increasingly, 
Waldorf schools are using por olios to record 
the competencies young people develop 
through informal learning situa ons, such as 
wor -experience prac cums, projects such 
as the twel h grade project, class plays, 
and other projects. The 

 explains how these por olios can 

A wri en report 
can be sensi ely 
phrased to take 
account of the 
indi idual. This 
is par cularly 
rele ant for 
weaker students.
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be structured. (Koch, 2010) As well as serving 
as self-assessments, competence por olio 
documents can also contain external reports 
on young peoples’ a ainments. They are o en 
used to support university applica ons, training 
opportuni es, and wor .

 This is 
evidence derived from ac vi es in a range of 
real contexts and in everyday life over a period of 

me. This means that evidence 
should not be derived from 
contrived assessment events or 
ar cial classroom situa ons. 
Evidence can be collected in 
any form that relates to the 
competence or capability in 
ques on. This includes wor  
that students produce during 
the normal course of a lesson. The examples 
can be copied and collated over me. This is 
easiest to gather with wri en wor , or with 
products that can be photographed, recorded, 
or lmed, but the same principle applies to oral 
performance (a presenta on or par cipa on in 
discussion, responding to or giving sugges ons, 
as ing ques ons and sustaining dialogue). 
The important thing here is that the teacher 
documents the occurrence, using criteria. Having 
colleagues collaborate and mutually con rm 
these judgments is important. 

“Naturally occurring” does not mean 
“spontaneously occurring.” Teachers need to 
design meaningful tas s that create opportuni es 
for students to demonstrate their competence 
without crea ng ar cial or contrived situa ons. 
And they must be able and willing to document 
these occurrences. This approach is similar to 
what Cibors i and Ireland report as performance 
assessments of experien al learning or 
assessment while learning is ta ing place, though 
actually what they describe is assessment when 
teaching or instruc on is ta ing place. (Cibors i 

 Ireland, 2015, 85 8 ) Evidence of learning is 
not just how children behave during teaching 

episodes, such as par cipa on. Again, it depends 
on what we understand as learning. 

Using grades i e  ra ng sing a s a e 
 a ie e en  How we o er re ec ons 

and sugges ons on the basis of assessment is 
crucial. Giving a student grades at any age is 
meaningful only when they are accompanied 
by re ec ons that show the student the way 
forward. Grades without commentary indicate 

the level of a ainment at the 
end of a learning process—
for example, when a student 
leaves school. Even then, they 
are be er accompanied by 
some forma ve comment 
highligh ng strengths, 
wea nesses, and concrete 
sugges ons as to how the 

student can improve her performance. 
Waldorf schools are famous in some quarters 

(for instance, widely in Europe and occasionally 
in North America) for not giving pupils grades, 
even in the upper years of their educa on. 
Unfortunately, this reputa on is not always 
deserved. Many teachers give grades from the 
upper elementary school onward (some mes 
only in the form of the results of tests, and the 
pupils treat them as grades). There are many 
problems with grades, and it is a very well-
researched area of educa on. It is well nown 
that di erent teachers will grade the same wor  
di erently, ranging from 1 to 4 points on a scale 
of 5, even when using the same criteria (though 
o en these are implicit and not explicit). Texts 
are harder to grade than math exercises, but even 
in math there are surprising varia ons. Teachers 
mar  di erently if they now the students, 
compared to assessing them “blind.” Sympathies 
and preferences, o en unrecognized, play a role 
in how grades are awarded. 

The no on that grades mo vate and tell 
students where they stand is not borne out by 
research. The student who always gets top grades 
receives li le incen ve to expand nowledge 

Teachers need to design 
meaningful tasks that 
create opportuni es for 
students to demonstrate 
their competence, 
without crea ng ar cial 
or contri ed situa ons.
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or s ills, the student who always gets middle 
grade begins to feel very ordinary, and those who 
regularly get low grades already now they are 
wea  (perhaps even “bad”) students. 

Grades o er li le incen ve and have a 
negligible e ect on learning. If you give students 
grades and wri en re ec ons, they loo  only 
at the grade. Hand bac  wor  you have spent 
hours correc ng and annotated 
with a grade and, in all li elihood, 
the student will loo  only at the 
end grade, perhaps comparing it 
with those given to classmates. 
In consequence, the student has 
learned nothing from the wor  the 
teacher has invested in assessing the 
assignment. All the evidence points 
to the conclusion that a teacher’s response in  
the form of commentary is far more e ec ve 
than any grades. (Hauschild 2014) It is very 
simple: Grades are not what people thin   
they are. 

Conclusions
Good prac ce occurs when self-re ec ve 

teachers assess their own teaching in terms of 
its e ect on student learning and development 
and then share their evalua on with colleagues 
on a regular basis. In this way individual insights 
are tested collegially and ow bac  into the 
classroom. Good assessment can lead to 
transforma on in both teaching and learning. 
When teachers use assessment intelligently 
to support learning and share it with their 
colleagues, one can spea  of the school as a 
learning organiza on. If this is done e ec vely 
and transparently, the school can be considered 
accountable. 
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